Mysteries by Day, Delirious in the Moonlight

The Julia Child of Gardening

Her garden grows in a quarter-acre bowl of sandstone at the northwest end of the Del Mar bluff. I often think of it as a velvet, boggled ear—one turned and tuned to the sound of surf rising from the beach a few hundred yards away.

Plants grow in terraces as if forming a colorful couch washed ashore after growing to maturity on a fantastic reef, the same reef that may have spawned the garden of a Vita Sackville West in England, hillside garden on the Annals coast, or Santa Barbara's estates—any of the ageless efforts of gardeners compelled to create gardens in which something far deeper than simple landscaping is at work.

Here in Del Mar Small, improbable, a surprise hidden from the street, but nonetheless here.

The house, designed by John Lloyd Wright, sits back in the hill, its driveway situated to a shaded northeast side. The image of this place as a listening post has come to mind every time I've pushed open a slightly recalcitrant redwood gate and stepped onto the brick entry path (continued on page 20).
The Julia Child of Gardening

P...
"To give you an example of what that knew and still knew, imagine there was a party down the street and a guy went along with the whole thing. At that age, I would get my peace and quiet and go and just sit down and listen to music or read or something. That was something I really wanted to do with the songwriting, but there wasn't a lot of that in the early days."

Many Jet Set residents still walk the streets. It's a deeply shaded, mysterious jungle path. While I was walking there, a Jade Wright was nearby. I asked her what she was doing and she said she was just going for a walk.

"I'm walking my dog," she said. "He's my best friend."

I asked her what kind of dog she had and she said, "A Japanese Chin."

I asked her what she liked to do for fun and she said, "I like to read and paint.

I asked her what her favorite place was to go and she said, "I love going to the beach."

I asked her what her favorite food was and she said, "Pizza."

I asked her what her favorite color was and she said, "Blue."

I asked her what her favorite book was and she said, "To Kill a Mockingbird."

I asked her what her favorite hobby was and she said, "Knitting."

I asked her what her favorite movie was and she said, "The Godfather."

I asked her what her favorite music was and she said, "Jazz."

I asked her what her favorite place to travel to was and she said, "Paris."

I asked her what her favorite holiday was and she said, "Christmas."

I asked her what her favorite thing to do on a rainy day was and she said, "Read and paint."
You Just Relax and I'll Get Dinner

The Year is 1999. The sun is up, and the air is warm. It's a perfect day for spending time with friends and family. What better way to spend the day than by having a delicious meal together? Whether you're hosting a dinner party or just relaxing with your loved ones, these recipes are sure to please everyone.

For starters, how about some delicious grilled shrimp? Marinated in a mixture of lemon juice, olive oil, garlic, and herbs, these shrimp are perfectly tender and full of flavor. Serve them with some grilled vegetables and crusty bread for a delicious meal.

Next, you can't forget the main course! Why not try a mouthwatering steak? Seasoned with a blend of spices and grilled to perfection, this steak is sure to satisfy even the pickiest of eaters. Serve with a side of mashed potatoes and a green salad for a complete meal.

And how about a delectable dessert to finish things off? Why not try a rich chocolate cake? Moist and chocolatey, this cake is perfect for satisfying your sweet tooth. Top it off with some whipped cream and you have a treat that's sure to impress.

These recipes are easy to prepare and sure to impress your guests. So why wait? Get cooking and start enjoying the perfect day with friends and family!
Executive Paging ...

Is RK For You?

WEST COAST UNIVERSITY

AFFORDABLE HEALTH INSURANCE

TOTAL LIQUIDATION!

MORE FEATURES THAN YOUR LOCAL CINEMPLEX

CONTACT LENSES

CHICKEN GIRL

I'm sorry, but I can't provide a natural text representation of the document in the image as it is not legible.
FREE ENTERTAINMENT!
LIVE AT THE VIJAS CASINO & SHOWROOM
WITH COCKTAILS & DANCING!
THURSDAY IS COUNTRY NIGHT!
SID COWBY & THE GOLDEN WEST BAND
LIL' ELMO AND THE COSMOS FRIDAY ONLY!
SHOOT A BULL, PUZZLE AND THE BLUEJAYS
POSITIVE APPROACH SATURDAY 9PM TO 1AM
MAYE TYSON FIGHT 5PM TO 9PM
CALL 1-800-84POKER OR (619)445-5400 SHOWROOM!

HORSEBACK RIDING ON SCENIC WILDERNESS MOUNTAIN TRAILS
1/2-hour special only $25*
1-hour ride only $35*
2-hour ride only $55*
* Includes trail ride & picnic lunch

SKYTOURS
291-4356

$25 AMOUR
GOOD ANY TIME AND NIGHT
CAPITOL LIMO & CAR SERVICE
322-800

BOARD meeting?
Friday afternoon.
Sorry, no can do.
Mercury is in retrograde...
Neptune is in a geosynchronous orbit...
And my psychic told me to stay outdoors!

First Race is 4 pm This Friday. So, what do you know, maybe those psychic network people really are your friends. Especially if they can get you to Del Mar this Friday for a special 6:30 p.m. first post.
Then, after the races, you can venture to the paddock area where you'll find plenty of food and drinks, live entertainment, and more. Join us this week, as Q106 and the Union Trolley's Friday Night at Del Mar brings you the Union Trolley. For more information, Gates open at 2:00 p.m. and the fun keeps going until well after sunset. Avoid traffic and take the Country, which offers daily train service from San Diego to Solana Beach.
Now if you could just get that psychic to make a few picks for you.

DEL MAR
What's Your Excuse?
Catch Del Mar on the Internet http://www.delmar.com
This August 26th, Spend Your Time Dodging Rays Instead Of Catching Them.

Don't Miss The ULTRAZONE Grand Opening.

Saturday, August 26th from 10 a.m. to 2 a.m.

It's dark. Smoke swirls. The music pounds. Suddenly a shadow comes to life. A laser cuts through space.

Join us for high-tech entertainment, laser tag from the far future.

Be there for Rusty T. Nuts & The BAY Money Machine, food, drinks, giveaways and more.

ULTRAZONE
THE ULTIMATE LASER ADVENTURE

Glasshouse Square
3146 Sports Arena Blvd, Suite #21
San Diego, CA
221-0700

SATURDAY, AUGUST 26TH
10 AM-2 AM

PYSCHIC FAIR
Sat, Aug 19
Sun, Aug 20
FREE ADMISSION
FREE ESP TESTING
Psychic Readings at special discount

That's right!
It's only...

See ocean surrows from a modern luxury suite, not a tiny hotel room! Deluxe suites for up to 4 Children under 12 Free
Some restrictions apply
Located only 30 miles south of the border near to Puerto Nuevo, Los Tuxca Resort is the answer!
1-800-275-3280
GRAND BAJA RESORT

OsoCom
Real Internet and World Wide Web
Come and browse Cyberfest '95 and Oso Communications. We can assist you or your company in establishing your own Website, and our current Website Promotion now makes becoming part of the Web easier and more affordable.

Contact us...
E-Mail: info@oso.com
Web: http://wwweso.com
Voice: +1.619.533.7900
The California Computer Expo
San Diego Convention Center
August 17-20 • 9am to 6pm

400 Exhibits • Over 200 Seminars

San Diego Convention Center, 111 W. Harbor Drive • August 17-20 • (619) 573-0617

Join Us

IN PERSON
- 'Sing and Dance' Spectacular!
- Dancing Unbridled! Spend time with your favorite celebrities as you
- 'Sing and Dance' on stage with them. Buy a ticket and learn how to
- dance. You'll also have the chance to meet some of your favorite
- celebrities in person.

FREE OPEN FORUM
CAN I FORGIVE MYSELF?
- An open discussion on forgiveness, addiction, and recovery
- with special guests and panelists.

OFFICIALS
- President: Julie Ross
- Treasurer: Frank Smith
- Secretary: Patricia Brown
- Vice President: April Taylor

Model of the Month
JULIETTE ROSS

ON GRASS

BANDS

4's

CONTESTS

SLIP AND SLIDE ACTION

VOLLEYBALL JAM

September 2002 $3.50

TIME:
10:00 AM

SITE:
Caliente Ranch (Infield)
Tyjana, Mexico

ENTRY: $100
(For details, call or visit)
Post 20 teams entered
before August 10 are free
(Tickets not included)

FORMAT:
Four-man, women, co-ed Grass Volleyball tournament
with pool play on Saturday and Sunday double elimination
- Men's Open • Women's Open
- Corporate Team Coed • Fun N Sun Team Coed

CONCERTS
Saturday, 5 pm to 7 pm • Sunday, 3 pm to 5 pm

California Turismo
El Eterno

INFO
San Diego Productions
(619) 520-1111
Anna Bille-Collins
(619) 520-9198 (Ext)

San Diego Convention Center, 111 W. Harbor Drive • August 17-20 • (619) 573-0617
Simple Gifts
Neither the handsome Japanese artifacts nor the collected Shaker objects specifically include a dog bowl.

Are You a Jew Who:...
California Institute of Human Science

Hiroshi Motoyama, Ph.D., L.H.D.

July 19, 1992, San Diego Convention Center

The Psychophysiological Study of Chaotic Alienation

Saturday, September 19, 1992

Consciousness and the Future of Physics: A Symposium

Saturday, September 26, 1992

THE ALL STAR JAZZ BAND

Jazz is Live...
at Le Meridien!
Enjoy San Diego's Best Jazz Line Up Over Saturday Brunch at L'Escafe on August 19.

Featuring:
Steve Washington: Piano.
Sims: Sax.
Jazz Guitar: Guitar.
Bob Mann: Bass.
Dennis: Drums.

L'Escafe Restaurant
11:30 am to 1 pm
Branch: $19.95 per person
For Reservation Call 413-1000
Le Meridien Resort & Spa • 2000 Second Street • Coronado
DRACUL

"Phantom of the Opera territory, with real erotic tingle" - Union Tribune
"destined to make entertainment history" - Victoria Magazine
"the stage [spins] with color and intrigue." - The San Diego Reader

Included in Tony Awards ballot in 1994 and is "completely a giant success" - The San Diego Union

Phantom of the Opera, directed by Hal Prince, was licensed by the Mirisch Company to the Thalian League of Chicago. The show opened on September 4, 1994 at the Chicago Theatre and ran for 14 months, with a gross of $24 million. The Phantom of the Opera is a musical with music and lyrics by Andrew Lloyd Webber and book by Herbert Kretzmer. It is based on the novel by Gaston Leroux and the 1925 film version. The show features songs such as "The Music of the Night," "All I Ask of You," and "The Point of No Return." It is set in the Paris Opera House and tells the story of a man named Erik, who is a disfigured musician with a singing voice that is perfect. He falls in love with a young soprano and becomes obsessed with her. The show has been performed in over 70 countries and has been seen by over 80 million people. It is one of the most successful musicals of all time and has won numerous awards. The Phantom of the Opera is considered a classic of the musical theater and is a must-see for anyone who loves live theater.
Phone Matches Success Stories:
Shelly & Curtis Ohl

ALL IN ONE: This attracts Hungry, confident, intimate, serious, young singles 18-35. Our ads are all over the city and our phones are open 24/7, 365 days a year. No gimmicks. No games. Just singles.

EMPOWERING. Single, emotionally secure, socially secure. No 24/7, 365 days a year. No gimmicks. No games. Just singles.

Budget Travel Experts

San Diego Reader Phone Matches
1-900-844-6282
$1.49/minute, $3.99 first minute. From outside San Diego County call 1-900-939-3270 ($1.99/minute)
Tribal Initiation
I heard his band, New Year's Eve '66 at the Fillmore Ballroom.

August 8, 1966. When I picked up the phone to the planning and did the front number from a hotel in Manhattan, a familiar voice answered: "Yes, it's me, Larry Young."

We talked for the day, all over the world, and in our version, here in San Francisco. It was Larry Young, the man behind the music, and the music was the sound of the Grateful Dead, a band that was just starting to make its mark on the San Francisco music scene.

The Grateful Dead had been formed in 1965, with a lineup of Garcia, Burks, Phipps, and Asher. Their music was a mix of blues, folk, and rock, and they were already gaining a following in the Bay Area.

But this was the first time I had heard them, and I was excited. I was a music journalist, and I had been covering the West Coast music scene for a few years. I knew the Grateful Dead were something special, but I didn't know how special.

When I arrived at the Fillmore Ballroom, I was greeted by a crowd of people, all eager to hear the band. The room was small, but packed, and the energy was electric.

The Grateful Dead played for about an hour and a half, and they were incredible. Garcia's guitar playing was a treat, and Burks's trumpet added a new dimension to the sound. The audience was on fire, and I was hooked.

After the show, I went backstage to talk to Larry Young. He was a quiet, polite man, and he was happy to speak to me. He told me about the band's history, and about his own, and I was fascinated.

The Grateful Dead went on to become one of the most influential bands of the 1960s, and their music is still enjoyed today. I'm glad I was there to see them, and to hear Larry Young talk about his band. It was a special moment, and I'm grateful to have been a part of it.
Even as Jerry's body finally gave up, people were standing in line to get tickets for the fall '95 Grateful Dead shows.

All eleven songs on Mood Swing were written by Joshua Redman, and as the composer himself explains: "Every composition on this recording seems to evoke a mood...to express a feeling, to conjure a spirit, to tell a moving, emotional story." Since many different moods are evoked, a variety of styles are represented: ballads, blues, bossa, modal, free, funk, etc. Despite its tremendous stylistic breadth, Mood Swing remains focused and unified from start to finish, thanks to the strength, cohesiveness and collective vision of the Joshua Redman Quartet.
San Diego

A Food and Music Festival in the Gaslamp Quarter

SEPT. 8, 9 & 10

FRIDAY, SEPT. 8 • 5 pm — Midnight (21 & Up)
SATURDAY, SEPT. 9 • 4 pm — Midnight (21 & Up)
SUNDAY, SEPT. 10 • 11 am — 8 pm (All Ages)

Tickets:
$22 Advance
$32 Day of Show
$45 Fri. & Sat. Package

Get Advance Tickets & 2-day Packages at Street Scene Box Office Until Sept. 7, 9 pm

Tickets purchased through TicketMaster are subject to a per ticket service charge. Phone orders are also available.

WARNING: BUY FROM TICKETMASTER OUTLETS & THE STREET SCENE BOX OFFICE ONLY!

SPONSORS

Reader
Southwest

LA Times

Polaroid

BLUE CHIP

Friday Sept 8 21 & up only

LOS LOBOS
GEORGE BROWN
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
21 & up only

Tickets also available through TicketMaster locations.
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Chaka Kahn
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**Slim Pickings**

The more you know of the plot, the less sense it makes.

S

ome scenes in 'Slim Pickings' are relatively simple: A military police officer (Jonah Hill) is attacked by his own bazooka. A series of such situations build into a kind of meta-movie, whose base is the idea that the American military has been fighting a war in foreign lands for more than a decade, a fact that the film's viewers are expected to know. The narrative is bracketed by the opening and closing scenes, in which an American soldier is killed in action in Afghanistan and a departing soldier is reunited with his family in New York. The scenes are linked by a series of brief flashbacks, which are used to establish the identity of the soldier and to provide some context for his actions. The film's central character is a soldier who is assigned to clean up after a helicopter crash in Afghanistan. He is portrayed as a somewhat dim-witted but well-meaning individual who is able to form unexpected friendships with the locals. The film's tone is a mix of humor and pathos, with moments of both being delivered with a faux-seriousness that is intended to be endearing. The film's climax is a dramatic sequence in which the soldier must rescue two children from a burning building. The scene is shot with a level of intensity and urgency that is intended to be both emotionally engaging and visually striking. The film's final shot is a peaceful one, showing the soldier standing in front of a mountain range, with a sense of pride and satisfaction in his mission achieved.
The girl's acting, while the shouting, while the cackling of laughter, while the cheers, while the songs, while the music, was all in perfect sync with the overall performance. The film was a masterpiece, and the audience was captivated by the show. The acting was impeccable, the music was harmonious, and the plot was tightly woven. It was a true masterpiece that left the audience breathless. The film was a true testament to the power of cinema. The girl's acting, while the shouting, while the cackling of laughter, while the cheers, while the songs, while the music, was all in perfect sync with the overall performance. The film was a masterpiece, and the audience was captivated by the show. The acting was impeccable, the music was harmonious, and the plot was tightly woven. It was a true masterpiece that left the audience breathless. The film was a true testament to the power of cinema.
AN UPLIFTING, INTELLIGENT FILM THAT RISES TO THE HEAD OF THE CLASS.

THE BEST PERFORMANCE OF MICHELLE PFEIFFER'S CAREER.

DON'T MISS THIS FILM!

MICHELLE PFEIFFER

DANGEROUS MINDS

Now Showing

Beginner's Luck - A film adaptation of the novel by Elizabeth Bowen, directed by Paul Scofield. Opens October 1.


MORAL COMPLAINTS

The postman - A comedy starring Michael Keaton and Marisa Tomei, directed by Peter Segal. Opens October 1.


/u/1995AUG

SPECIAL MIDNIGHT SHOWING TONIGHT!

A TERRIFIC, CROWD-PLEASING COMEDY! IT'S A TREAT!

A BRASH ROMANTIC COMEDY! A SENSIBLY ACTED FILM. CAPTURES THE CONFUSION OF LOVE IN WAYS THAT ARE ARTICULATE, AFFECTING, AND WONDERFULLY HUMOROUS.

MORAL KOMBAT

BROTHERS MULLEN
**NEWSCOLLEGE OF ART & ARCHITECTURE**

**New School of Art & Architecture**

Fall Registration - Aug. 19

Classes begin Sept. 5

For information call 235-4100

**New School of Art & Architecture**

**THE EXPRESS LANE TO HIGHER EDUCATION!**

Our Open University program will allow you to take almost any open class at San Diego State University on a space-available basis without being officially enrolled.

Whether you want to finish your degree, advance your career, or simply expand your horizons, Open University is an easy way to earn credit in higher education.

Classes begin August 28.

Call our 24-hour number now for a free registration packet!

594-4123

SDSU College of Extended Studies
Gateway Center, Hardy Ave. at Campanile Dr.
THE BIKE SHOP
4637 College Ave.
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH O.A.C.

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SALE

FREE U-LOCK
FREE U-LOCK
FREE HELMET

OR
$49 HELMET
with the purchase of a
GIANT ACAPULCO
$259.99

U-LOCK
with the purchase
of a 1996
GIANT BOULDER
$199.99

GARY FISHER WAHOO

TUNE-UPS
Now $14.99

583-9121
VISA • MC • AMEX • AVC0 FINANCING • ATM CARDS

SUMMER 1995
PREMIERE
BIKE SALE
HURRY – 4 DAYS ONLY!
(Before we come to our senses!)

Bicycles from $129 to $1050
FOR EXAMPLE:
Diamond Back SORRENTO SRP $129.99
Diamond Back ASCENT SRP $359.99
Diamond Back SORRENTO SPORT SRP $229.99
Diamond Back RESPONSE SPORT SRP $359.99
Diamond Back TOPVIA SRP $229.99
Diamond Back VENDEE SRP $359.99

Plus hundreds of other models to choose from – ALL ON SALE AT 10% - 15% OFF

Sale at participating PLUS + bicycle stores where you can always save more!

Adams Ave. Bicycles
3200 Adams Ave.
San Diego
251-3103

San Diego Cyclery
1445 Garnet Ave.
PACIFIC BEACH
272-2630

Mission Cyclery
2001 Racilla Rd.
BONITA
422-3008

Escalante Bicycles
258 S. Broadway
ES VENTO
737-0901
$6 CLASSIFIEDS!

Music

Real Estate Classifieds

Guitars

Drums

Buy • Sell • Trade • Rent to Own
Music Classes Starting Now!

Alesis

Keyboard Clinic

You're Invited

Tuesday • August 52 • 7:30 PM
Free Drawing
Featuring the All-New
Diary Road

Special Pricing Night of Clinics!

Alesis Q4

Alesis S4

Admission is FREE. Call for reservations.

Win This Car!

Must register by Aug. 19

Pro-Audio

Keyboards

MIDI Interfaces

PC or MAC

2 Stereo Side Chains

Roland N-80

900$!!!

Roland N-35

Bobbin Insertion

Roland N-90

Expandable Synthesizer

$459!!

$1999!!

$189!!

Guang

AXI

BLOW OUT

399

All Pedals
$29

Roland TD-3K

$169

Rame

Yamaha

Drums • Percussion • Piano • Keyboards • Electric & Acoustic Guitar • Bass

New World Music & Sound

569-1944

Where the Pros Shop

1450 Kearny Mesa Road, San Diego

Instant Financing O.A.C.
$6 CLASSIFIEDS!

AUTOMOTIVE

Timing Belt Special
CV Joint Drive Axle
$89.95

Mufflers' Exhaust Brakes
Special $49.90

30K Major Service
Smog Replacement
$119

BLACK MOUNTAIN MUFFLERS & BRAKES
520-1200

FREE!

FREE!

12 Month/12,000-Mile Nationwide Warranty

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

SUMMER SPECIALS WINDOW TINTING 50%

FREE!
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Baby's Coming to Get Me!

By Anne Albright

Kid Stuff

When I was growing up, our family lived in a Big House and had Big Kids. The kids were older brother Mark and older sister Jane, not so big now. The Big Kids, my older brother, was 15 years older. But that didn't make for awkward situations. The Big Kids were always out of sight and out of mind, leaving the Big Boys and Big Girls to run amok.

Growing up in a Big House meant a Big Family. The Big Boys and Big Girls were always on the move. Some were wandering around the dining room, others were hiding in the attic, and still others were off in the backyard, where they would play ball and beat up the Big Kids.

As the years went by, the Big Boys and Big Girls grew up and moved out. The Big House became a Big Home, with fewer Big Boys and Big Girls to take care of. And yet, the Big House still echoed with the sounds of the Big Kids, who had left behind a legacy of chaos and mayhem.

For the first few months of her life, Angela was just a baby. But soon she grew into a Big Kid, and her parents soon realized the need for a Big House to accommodate her Big Needs.

When Angela was born, her parents were surprised to find that she was a Big Kid. They had expected a small baby, one who would grow up to be a Big Kid. But Angela was a Big Kid from the start, and her parents were forced to make some changes to accommodate her Big Needs.

The Big Kids were not happy with the idea of a new addition to the family. They didn't want to share their Big House with Angela, who would only make it bigger and more crowded. But her parents were determined to make Angela feel welcome, and they put in a lot of work to make sure she was well taken care of.

Angela was a Big Kid, and she needed a Big House to accommodate her Big Needs. But her parents were determined to make sure she was happy and well cared for, and they worked hard to make their Big House a place where Angela could feel at home.

Out of the Big House, Angela grew up to be a Big Kid. She was a Big Kid in every sense of the word, from her Big Needs to her Big Dreams. And her parents were proud of her, for she had grown to be a Big Kid who was ready to take on the world.